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Managing the impacts of COVID-19

Corona: Global

Companies on a global level are faced with the effects of the globally spreading Coronavirus (COVID-19).

The current situation poses huge challenges regarding labor issues, personal data processing, public health, contracts, corporate governance,
tax obligations and sanctions-related matters. This raises substantial questions and concerns from a tax and legal point of view.

Our experts from WTS Global have collected information and advice on managing the impact of COVID-19 in their home markets. We are
pleased to offer you a bundled overview on over 35 countries here.

We remain entirely at your disposal for further advice and guidance to support you in professional challenges you might currently face.
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https://wts.com/global/insights/covid19


Aruba
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Requires Electronic Tax Payment from  January 2021
Aruba's tax authority has announced that with effect from 1 January 2021, electronic payment is required for all tax obligations. The only

exception is for non- commercial payments by individuals older than 60 years, who are allowed to make cash payments.



Albania
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New e-invoicing rules, procedures
New rules introduced by Law No. 87/2019 concern tax invoices—including measures for electronic invoicing (e-invoicing)—and have an

effective date of 1 January 2021.

• The first category of taxpayers to implement  the new invoicing procedures relates to those  issuing invoices for supplies provided to  
governmental institutions (business-to- government or B2G supplies).

• The second category of taxpayers will be  those that provide business-to-business  (B2B) supplies, with an application date no
• later than 1 July 2021.
• The third category of taxpayers will be those  supplying goods and services to consumers,  or business-to-consumer (B2C) supplies, with  an 

application date of 1 September 2021.

The electronic invoice (e-invoice) is to be the formal  document supporting B2G and B2B transactions. An  e-invoice can be used also for supplies 
made to  customers not registered for tax purposes if payment  for the supply is not made in cash.

The e-invoices can be issued only from a software or solution that is certified by the tax authorities and that is compatible and secure so as to
allow for transmission of the information on the supplies in real time. Only e-invoices issued from such software can be reported and
considered to be a valid document for tax purposes. A business entity may use also a software developed internally, provided that it is certified
by the tax authorities.

The “simplified fiscalisation procedure” consisting of  registration of any invoice via a portal does not require  installation or use of any specific 
invoicing software but is available only to a limited category of taxpayers or public authorities.
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NBR issues Public Clarification on the place of supply rules for telecommunication 
services

In brief
The NBR has issued a public clarification amending the place of supply rules for telecommunication services 
The National Bureau for Revenue (NBR) in Bahrain has amended the “use and enjoyment” rules under which the place of supply for certain 
telecommunications services is  determined for VAT purposes. The public clarification sets out that, with effect from 1 February 2021, the 
place of use and enjoyment will be the place of residence of the  customer, regardless of whether the customer is a business or a 
consumer.

In detail
The NBR has issued a public clarification on the place of supply rules for telecommunication services. As set out in the guidance from the NBR, 
with effect from 1 February 2021,  the place of use and enjoyment of telecommunications services will be determined as follows:
1. For telecommunications services that require the customer to be physically present in a specific location to use them (such as a wi-fi hotspot

or an internet café), the place of use and enjoyment is that specific location. There is no change to the place of supply for such services and
suppliers of such services should continue to charge Bahrain VAT where such services are provided from a location in Bahrain.

2. For all other telecommunications services, the place of use and enjoyment is the place of residence of the customer. The supplier of the
service should determine the place of residence of the customer by reference to the following:

a. The internet protocol address used by the customer to receive the service;
b. The country code of the SIM card used by the customer to receive the service;
c. The customer’s address as stated on the tax invoice or other documents used for billing;
d. Details of the customer’s bank account; and
e. Other information of a commercial nature.



Bahrain
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Where any of the above is in or refers to Bahrain, the place of residence will be Bahrain unless the customer can provide satisfactory evidence to
the supplier to confirm that his actual place of residence is in another country. However, the place of supply cannot shift from Bahrain where the
country code of the SIM card is Bahrain even where the customer can provide evidence of actual residence in another country.

Where the place of residence of the customer is Bahrain, the place of supply of the services will be Bahrain. Where the services are provided by
a taxable person under Bahrain VAT Law, VAT will apply.

Where a customer’s place of residence is in another country, that other country will be treated as the place of residence for the purposes of
determining the place of supply of the telecommunications services.

Effective date
The amended place of supply rules for telecommunication services will take effect from 1 February 2021.
Therefore, suppliers should apply the new rules where a tax due date for a supply of telecommunication services is triggered on or after 1
February 2021.

Implications for telecommunication providers
This update from the NBR will have a significant impact on the VAT treatment of supplies by both local and foreign telecommunication providers
(telcos).



China
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China Electronic Fapiao Special Invoice nationwide 2021

China’s pilot for fapiao electronic Special Invoice for VAT invoices has been extended last week to a further 25 regions. 11 regions have already
gone live in the pilot. It will go countrywide later in 2021, a slight delay on earlier plans.

The fapiao electronic Special Invoices gives the right of deduction for VAT for the customer or can be used for export VAT rebates. By contrast,
the general electronic invoice is merely a receipt of the transaction and has been in electronic format since a 2015 pilot.

Businesses selected for the pilot use the state Public Service Platform of Electronic VAT Invoice once they have been certified and given ‘U Key’
login terminal. They then request
approval for the type and number of sales invoices they wish to issue. Invoices are permanently stored on the public platform for easy retrieval.
Credit notes must be applied
through the Portal via ‘red-lined’ special invoices.

This system replaces the existing fapiao paper-based invoices which requires businesses to visit and obtain pre-numbered paper invoices for use
in their transactions.



Croatia
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QR Code as a mandatory invoice element from 2021
Fiscal law has been applied in the Republic of Croatia since January 1st, 2013. Fiscal law encourages citizens to participate in tax control by
checking fiscal receipt via web app.

During the past six years, it is been noticed that entering all the digits of a unique receipt identifier (JIR), or issuer security code (ZKI), is quite
difficult, with great potential of making errors because of the large number of characters that must be entered.

In order to make checks more convenient for citizens, in August last year, the Ministry of Finances introduced additional requirements for
fiscal receipts. As a result, the QR code will be a mandatory receipt element starting from January 1, 2021.



Finance Minister Rules Out VAT  Increase And Tax On Bank Transactions

Costa Rica

The Minister of Finance, Elian Villegas, totally ruled out that the Government is going to propose an increase of one percentage point in

Value Added Tax (VAT) – IVA in Spanish -, or the creation of a tax on banking transactions, in the negotiation of fiscal adjustment with the

International Monetary Fund (IMF).
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Economic Union to amend VAT on  digital services taking into account Belarus'  
experience

Eurasia

The Board of the Eurasian Economic Commission approved amendments to the Eurasian Economic Union Treaty on 12 January, in particular,

the part that stipulates unified rules on collecting indirect taxes from digital services, the Eurasian Economic Commission press service told

BelTA.

The document takes into account the international experience of application of special tax rules to digital services, including the experience
of the Republic of Belarus and the Russian Federation. The key novelty is that the VAT is to be paid where the digital service is consumed
similarly to collecting the VAT on the basis of the country of destination. The Eurasian Economic Commission had drafted the amendments
in association with authorized government agencies of the Eurasian Economic Union member states.

After the amendments come into force, all the Eurasian Economic Union member states will have to bring their national taxation laws on
VAT on digital services into compliance with the Eurasian Economic Union legislation.

Approved by the Board of the Eurasian Economic Commission, the amendments have been forwarded to the Eurasian Economic Union
member states for intrastate approval.
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In which countries do non-established entities have to appoint a fiscal 
representative?

European Union
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Country Fiscal rep for non-EU companies Fiscal rep for EU companies

Austria Required Optional

Belgium Required Not required

Bulgaria Required (for UK and Northern Ireland companies, required by March 31, 2021) Optional

Croatia Required Optional

Cyprus Required (unless bank guarantee is deposited with the tax authorities) Optional

Czech Republic Not possible Not possible

Denmark Required – Optional for Norway, Greenland, Iceland and the Faroe Islands Optional

Estonia Optional Optional

Finland
Required (Optional in case treaty has been concluded concerning mutual 
assistance by the  competent authorities as regards indirect taxes)

Optional

France

Required (Optional in case treaty has been concluded concerning mutual 
assistance by the  competent authorities as regards indirect taxes) – But …UK 
business would NOT need to have a  fiscal representative in the UK)

Optional



European Union
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Germany Optional Optional

Greece Required Optional

Hungary Required Optional

Ireland Required as of 2021 Not required – not possible

Italy Required (UK companies will be required to appoint an Italian fiscal representative 
unless a Free Trade  Agreement (FTA) is concluded beforehand)

Optional

Latvia Optional Optional
Lithuania Required Optional
Luxembourg Optional Optional
Malta Optional Optional

Netherlands Optional (Fiscal rep is required only for import VAT deferment and for distance selling) Optional (Required for a limited 
number of  transactions)

Poland Required Optional
Portugal Required Optional
Romania Required Optional
Slovakia Not required (possible in limited cases) Not required (possible in limited

cases)
Slovenia Required Optional
Spain Required Optional

Sweden Required (Optional in case treaty has been concluded concerning mutual assistance by 
the competent  authorities as regards indirect taxes)

Optional

United Kingdom
(until  Brexit)

Required (Optional in case treaty has been concluded concerning mutual assistance by 
the competent  authorities as regards indirect taxes)

Optional



European 2021 VAT registration and Intrastat threshold changes

European Union

Below is a summary of the main European 2021 VAT registration threshold and Intrastat reporting thresholds.

• Bulgaria – Intrastat arrivals drops to BGN430,000 from BGN 470,000. Dispatches drops to BGN 270,000 from BGN 290,000
• The Finnish VAT registration threshold rises from €10,000 per annum to €15,000 per annum for resident taxpayers

• Lithuanian has raised its VAT registration threshold from €45,000 to €55,000 per annum

• Luxembourg has increased its VAT registration threshold to €35,000 from €30,000

• The Maltese VAT registration threshold rises from €30,000 to €35,000.

• Whilst the UK has left the EU VAT regime from 1 January 2021, UK Intrastat will apply on arrivals until 31 December 2021. It will continue 
for Northern Ireland businesses  beyond this.

• The Albanian VAT registration threshold rises to ALL 10million from ALL 2million.
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Finance law 2021 has been published: Composite supplies, 0% VAT rate on 
vaccines, postponement E-Commerce Directive, VAT grouping, E-Invoicing

France

VAT topics:

• New provisions to adopt principles established by the CJEU in order to clarify the VAT treatment of composite transactions that
include different elements falling under different VAT regimes, which generally provides that transactions including different (non-
accessory) elements subject to different VAT rates on a standalone basis will be subject to the highest applicable rate;

• The application of a 0% VAT rate on COVID-19 vaccines and in vitro diagnostic medical devices approved in the EU with effect from 15
October 2020 until 31 December 2022;

• The postponement to 1 July 2021 for the implementation of new VAT rules on e-commerce sales to comply with EU law;

• The introduction of new provisions for the creation of a VAT group regime in accordance with Article 11 of the EU VAT directive
(Council Directive 2006/112/EC), which generally come into force on 1 January 2022, with requests to be made by 31 October for a
group to be formed from 1 January of the following year; and

• The inclusion of provisions in relation to the improvement and modernization of management by companies as well as the collection and
control by the administration of VAT by generalizing the use of electronic invoicing and establishing related reporting obligations, with an
ordinance for this purpose to be issued within 9 months.

• Note with respect to the electronic invoicing, it is expected that all businesses will be required to accept electronic invoices from 2023,
while the requirement to issue electronic invoices will be phased in, with the requirement to apply for large companies from 2023, for
medium companies from 2024, and for small and very small companies from 2025.
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Revised approach to determining permanent establishment; income tax and VAT 
consequences

France

The French high administrative court (“Conseil d’Etat”) issued a decision that addresses the French concept of permanent establishment—
both for corporate income tax and value added tax (VAT) purposes—and that revises what previously had been a traditional approach to the
characterization of a permanent establishment.

Summary

The decision of the Conseil d’Etat in the ValueClick case revises the court’s traditional position on the characterization of a permanent
establishment, as expressed in its 2010 decision (Société Zimmer Ltd (CE, March 31, 2010, n° 304714)).
The Conseil d’Etat in the Zimmer case—applying a strict legal analysis of the commissionaire’s authority under the contract—took the
position that a dependent agent must have the authority to legally bind its principal vis à vis the customers.

Applying this position, the Paris Court of Appeal held in that insofar as the services could not be rendered before there was formal approval
by the foreign principal (for instance, an Irish company) and even though it was established that the contract validation was merely a routine
process, the French company did not have the authority to legally bind the foreign principal. ValueClick International Ltd. (CAA PARIS, 1
March 2018, 17PA01538) and Google Ireland Ltd (CAA PARIS, 25 April 2019, 17PA03068)

In the instant appeal from the Paris court, the Conseil d’Etat reversed the decision of the Paris appellate court and decided that the France-
Ireland income tax treaty (1968) must be interpreted in light of the §32.1 and 33 of OECD commentary (2003 and 2005). This commentary
generally provides that a dependent agent soliciting and receiving orders (which are then routinely approved by the principal), as well as a
person authorized to negotiate in a country, all the details of a contract (which is then signed by the principal in the other country) can
constitute a permanent establishment. This OECD commentary was viewed as persuasive authority by the Conseil d’Etat.
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France

The Conseil d’Etat also expanded its position in another of its notable decisions—SA Andritz (CE, Sect., 30 December 2003, n° 233894). In
that decision, the high court held it was not possible to invoke the OECD commentaries with regard to interpreting income tax treaties if the
commentaries were issued by the OECD after the subject tax treaty was signed.

VAT implications

The Conseil d’Etat also decided that the entity in the ValueClick case had a permanent establishment for VAT purposes and thereby
connected the presence of a permanent establishment for VAT purposes to the existence of a permanent establishment for corporate
income tax purposes. Thus, the Conseil d’Etat fully reviewed the criteria for the recognition of a permanent establishment for VAT
purposes.

With regard to the "rationality test” which helps in determining the place where the supplier is located, the Conseil d’Etat questioned the
primacy of the head office vis-à-vis the place of the permanent establishment when the fact pattern allows consideration of where the
permanent establishment could also render the services (whatever the functions and roles of the head office).

With regards to the condition of autonomy, the Court of Justice for the European Union (CJEU) expressed on several occasions that it was
necessary for the establishment to have enough technical and human resources to provide a service. These two elements were necessary to
recognize the existence of a permanent establishment for VAT.

The Conseil d’Etat specified in its decision that the fact of not having technical means did not preclude the recognition of a permanent 
establishment, insofar as this condition was  not relevant for companies in the digital sector (because they basically can locate their technical 
means wherever they want). In addition, the decision considers that the French  employees had enough contractual power to reach decisions 
regarding the conclusion of contracts.
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France

The unexpected results of the decision regarding the French concept of permanent establishment, both for corporate income tax and VAT 
purposes, may mean taxpayers need to  take a new look at their strategies in pending matters and cases in France when the existence of a 
permanent establishment is at stake.
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Changes in German preliminary VAT return as from 1 of January 2021

Germany

In a decree dated 22 December 2020, the German Federal Ministry of Finance (Bundesministerium der Finanzen, or BMF) has published the
forms for the 2021 preliminary VAT returns (Umsatzsteuer-Voranmeldung, UStVA).

There is a significant change: from January 2021, reductions of the tax base resulting from bad debts must be reported in the UStVA in a
separate box in addition. In simplified terms, this only refers to supplies of goods or services taxable in Germany at the standard or the
reduced rate (no intra-Community acquisitions, transactions subject to reverse charge etc.) where the remuneration cannot be collected for
an undetermined period of time. Such situations lead to a reduction of the tax base of the supplier’s taxable output supplies as well as the
customer’s corresponding input VAT amount. While such amounts still need to be considered in the box for taxable supplies and input VAT,
they are to be reported in a separate box additionally. Accordingly, such cases must be recorded separately in the bookkeeping in order to be
able to comply with that reporting obligation.

Details can be found in the model UStVA 2021 and on page 4 of the “Instructions for the preliminary VAT return 2021”.

In another BMF decree of the same date, the forms for the 2021 annual VAT return were published as well along with instructions.
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German VAT rate returns to 19% 1 Jan 2021

Germany

The German standard VAT rate has returned to 19%. It had been reduced to 16% between 1 July and 31 December 2020 to help businesses
and consumers during the COVID-19 crisis. The 7% reduced VAT rate had also been cut to 5%, and returns to 7%. The VAT rate on hospitality
will remain at 7% instead of 19% until 30 June 2021.

The Federal Ministry of Finance has issued several guidance notes on dealing with the transition period for transactions over the 31
December and 1 January period when the rate rises back to 19%. Important planning points include:

• The time of supply is the correct date to use when determining which VAT rate to apply, and this overrides the normal rule of the earliest
date of: sales invoice; payment; or delivery.

• For services, the time of supply is the completion date.

• For goods, it is the transfer of rights to disposal, or use of the goods. Where this includes transport of goods to the customer, it is the date
of the start of the journey.

• Ongoing and permanent services (e.g. rentals and leasing) may require a change to the contract since it typically serves as the invoice.

• Advance payments should attract the VAT rate on the date of their payment, but a correction must be made if supply is then made after 31
December 2020.

• Single-purpose vouchers should use the VAT rate at the date of issuance.
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Germany switches VAT payers to quarterly returns 2021

Germany

Germany is to allow more small and newly VAT registered foreign businesses to file quarterly VAT returns.

Currently, taxpayers with VAT liabilities above €7,500 per annum and newly registered businesses are automatically put onto monthly 
German VAT returns. This is an anti-VAT  fraud measure. The newly registered businesses may then switch to the regular quarterly filing 
schedule the second calendar year after they were registered if there are not  compliance issues with their VAT filings.

From 1 January 2021, this will be suspended meaning newly registered businesses will be on quarterly filing immediately. However, the
requirement will revert on 1 January 2027.

Also, the threshold for using the VAT cash accounting basis is being raised to €600,000 per annum.
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Medical telephone consultations through „health coaches” exempt from VAT

Germany

Telephone advisory services provided by a company on behalf of state health insurance funds through so- called “health coaches” may be

exempt from VAT under Article 132 (1) of the VAT Directive as “medical treatment in the field of human medicine”, if the consultations have

a therapeutic purpose. This was the conclusion of the ECJ (C-48/19, X-GmbH) following on a request for a preliminary ruling brought by the

Supreme Tax Court. The latter has now issued its subsequent (follow-up) decision and referred the case back to the Lower Tax Court for

further fact finding.
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Greek government announced the postponement of the go-live date of myDATA to 
1.4.2021

Greece

Following requests from market participants and also due to COVID-19 pandemic, it was deemed necessary that the first quarter of 2021 is 
offered as additional time for training  and adaptation of companies to myDATA.

Data issued in the 1st quarter of 2021 should also be transmitted to the myDATA platform with a different deadline and no later than 
31/10/2021.
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Mydata E-book in Six Questions

Greece

The Greek Government is set to implement mandatory e-bookkeeping for all taxpayers in 2021. We have prepared a set of key questions
and answers regarding the new regulation.

What is myDATA eBooks in Greece?

myDATA – Electronic Books (Ηλεκτρονικά Βιβλία ΑΑΔΕ) is an invoice reporting system of Independent Authority for Revenue – AADE. It
forces taxpayers to report the data of issued and (in some cases) received accounting documents electronically to myData portal. The
documents include invoices, credit and debit notes, classifications (transaction types), payroll, depreciation and other accounting
settlement documents.

Who is obliged to use MyData tax platform?

Greek Taxpayers who keep their accounting records according to Greek Accounting Standards are obliged to transfer all the data to the
A.A.D.E’s myData Portal.

How can you report the documents to myData?

Taxpayers can send the summary accounting documents to myData system:

1. directly from the ERP system with a tax  reporting software

2. using an electronic cash register

3. uploading manually for a small number of  invoices, or

4. via a service provider.
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Mydata E-book in Six Questions

Greece

And they can send the classifications and settlement  documents:

1. directly from ERP system, or

2. manually filling the online form.

When does the mandatory reporting start?

The real time invoice reporting in Greece starts on 1 April 2021 for companies that prefer to issue e- invoices from ERP systems or manually

creating the invoices on the portal. The invoices issued between 01.01.2021 and 31.03.2021 shall be transmitted until 31.10.2021. The

transmission of the settlement account records will be annually (until the submission deadline for submitting income tax declarations).

Exceptionally payroll statements will be sent monthly.

Is there a required digital format?

Yes. Electronic files must be reported in XML format. AADE develops and updates the scheme regularly.

What are the recent updates?

The government has already released most of the technical and functional documentation needed for implementation months ago.

Taxpayers who will submit from ERP shall finish upgrading their accounting software before April 2021.
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Mydata E-book in Six Questions

Greece

Howwill it affect tax compliance and the business environment?

Government plans to reduce administrative burdens, maintain transparency, and reduce VAT fraud by digital bookkeeping. It will lead to the
automation of the completion of tax returns and will relieve taxpayers of obligation to submit MYF reports (Sales and Purchases
Reconciliation Report). In addition, taxpayers will save time and reduce business costs through automation and digitalization.
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Reporting Obligation of All Invoices in Online Invoice Reporting System as of Jan 4, 
2021

Hungary

What changes on Jan 4, 2021:

• Invoice data reporting obligation started in July 2018 in order to fight fraud, the changes per Jan 4, 2021 are the last steps
• B2B invoices, both domestic and to non-established entities, need to be reported as well as B2C invoices

• Penalties due to failure to report the data will applicable after a 3 month transitional period

• Additional services for the registered taxable persons: ability to check online invoices issued to him

• Additional data as e.g. order number, contract data, vendor and customer code is available which makes invoice processing simpler and faster.

• If customer agrees on electronic invoicing, the invoice will be sent to the customer through the Online Invoice Reporting system

• As of the second half of 2021, the Tax Administration will issue pre-filled VAT returns
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Netflix, Etsy, Tencent Tasked to Collect Indonesia’s Digital VAT

Indonesia

Indonesia designates these businesses to collect VAT on digital products starting Jan. 1, Finance Ministry’s tax office said in a statement on 
Monday.
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The Italian budget law of 2021 will  eliminate esterometro reporting if approved

Italy

The esterometro is a tax obligation established 3 years ago. It requires VAT payers (with some exceptions) to communicate the data of
commercial operations, carried out cross-border including within the EU, with non-resident companies. The esterometro must be reported
quarterly to the Agenzia Entrate (Italian Revenue Agency).

Italy will abolish the esterometro tax reporting obligation on 1 January 2022. The data of transactions with foreign companies will be sent
through the Exchange System (SDI or Sistema di Interscambio) as an electronic invoice (fattura elettronica or fatturapa), according to the
following timelines:

• Transmission of data related to the documents  issued to foreign subjects must take place  within the terms established by law for the  
issue of invoices (generally within twelve days  from the date of the operation);

• Taxpayers must send the documents received  from foreign subjects to the SDI by 15th of the following the month in which the documents  
are transmitted.

The Italian Chamber of Deputies approved Legge di  Bilancio 2021 (2021 Budget Law) on 27 December  2020. The Budget Law must be 
approved by the  Senate within the year, to enter into force on January  1, 2021.

The new SDI e-invoice version 1.6.1 makes it possible to submit e-documents for sales and purchases of goods and services to and from

non-residents including reverse charge operations. The reporting of these documents will not be mandatory until 2022. But if these

documents are submitted during 2021, taxpayers will be exempted from the reporting of esterometro. In 2022, it will totally replace

esterometro. The filing of VAT documents, LIPE, registers and VAT return will be made automatically by submitting e-documents through SDI

system.

Agenzia Entrate will introduce pre-completed VAT Returns after July 2021.
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Italy

The new e-invoice version has been applicable since  October voluntarily and will be mandatory as of  January 2021.
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UK businesses required to appoint fiscal  representative in Italy

Italy

The Italian Tax Authority (ITA) has clarified that UK entities need to appoint a fiscal representative to register for VAT in Italy. Previously,

businesses based in the UK were entitled to direct registration as they were located in an EU member state. However, from 1 January 2021,

the UK exists as a third country in relation to the EU.
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Indirect tax measures, Finance Act  2020

Malaysia

The Finance Act 2020, published in the official gazette  on 31 December 2020, does not reflect material  differences from the Finance Bill 2020 
and has an  effective date of 1 January 2021.

Regarding indirect tax, there were no material  differences from the proposed indirect tax measures  in the tax bills and in the tax regulations. 
The indirect  tax measures also have an effective date of 1 January  2021.

Changes in the indirect tax regulations that are  effective 1 January 2021 include:

• Additional drawback conditions concerning  cigarettes, tobacco products, and electronic  cigarettes
• Permitting foreign registered person to issue  credit notes and debit notes in certain  instances
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Fourth list of foreign providers of  digital services subject to VAT (for 2020)

Mexico

The tax authority on 9 January 2021 published the  fourth list of foreign providers of digital services that  are registered for tax purposes in 
Mexico for 2020.

The digital services tax rules introduced value added tax (VAT) obligations with regard to digital services provided through an online
platform.

With the introduction of rules for the tax treatment of digital services—effective 1 June 2020—foreign residents and companies without a
permanent establishment in Mexico and that provide digital services to recipients located in Mexico must register with the taxpayer
registry (Registro Federal de Contribuyentes—RFC), obtain a tax identification number, and comply with certain other formalities.

A provision of the VAT law in Mexico (Article 18-D, section 1) also establishes that the tax authority will disclose on its website and also by
means of publication in the official gazette, a list of foreign residents that are registered in the RFC. The schedule for publishing this list is
set out in the miscellaneous tax regulations of 2020 (rule 12.1.5) that provide the list is to be published bi-monthly (that is, once every two
months, during the first 10 days of January, March, May, July, September, and November of each year). This list is relevant for recipients of
digital services in Mexico because if a foreign provider of digital services is not registered in the RFC, the recipient of the digital services
must consider that the services were imported and accordingly must directly remit the related amount of VAT. The first list was published in
July 2020.

The tax authority on 9 January 2021 published the fourth list of registered foreign providers of digital services.
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Reduced income tax and VAT rates as incentives for the northern and southern 
border regions

Mexico

Four decrees issued by the Mexican executive authority on 27 November 2020 (and pending publication in the official gazette) provide tax
incentives—including reduced rates of income tax and value added tax (VAT)—for Mexico’s northern and southern border regions. The
measures have an effective date of 1 January 2021.

Among the tax incentives are the following:

• A tax incentive regime is to be extended until 2024, with a reduction of the VAT rate to 8% (from 16%), a reduced rate of income tax to 
20% (from 30%), and regarding the  special excise tax (IEPS) on gasoline.

• In addition to the northern border region, taxpayers in 22 municipalities in the southern border region (that is, Mexico’s border with 
Guatemala) will also be eligible for the tax  incentives of the reduced rates of VAT and income tax as well as the tax incentives regarding 
IEPS imposed on gasoline.

• To promote economic activity, an exemption from the general import tax (IGI) and an exemption from the customs processing fee (DTA)—
as well as the reduced VAT rate of 8%  and the reduced income tax rate of 20%—are being made available for taxpayers in Chetumal (a city 
located in the state of Quintana Roo on the Yucatán Península).
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Finance Law 2021: New VAT exemptions for military goods and renewable energy 
installations

Morocco

New VAT exemptions with the right to deduct input tax are introduced, including for military machinery, equipment, and materials, and for
the transfer of assets to qualifying renewable energy installations
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VAT on alternative treatment

Norway

Alternative treatment will no longer be VAT-free. The fee will generally be introduced from the New Year, but for osteopathy and naprapathy,
it will be introduced from July 1, and for acupuncture from October 1. VAT will also be introduced on cosmetic treatment and cosmetic
surgery that is not medically justified.
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Polish e-invoice launch 2023

Poland

Poland has updated its plans for mandating electronic VAT invoice to 2023. It was previously planned for 2022. This will include live 
submission of e-invoices to the National  System of e-invoices for authorisation (KSeF) to enable the authorities to monitor tax and 
economic activity and attempt to identify VAT fraud - especially carousel fraud.

This would eventually replace the existing SAF-T (JPK-J) monthly reporting, which itself is replaced the Polish VAT return on 1 October 2020. 
It will model itself on the successful  Italian SdI pre-clearance model.

A new bill to introduce the legislation is expected to be issued for public consultation early in 2021. Initially, there will be a voluntary phase, 
starting next years. Taxpayers will be  incentivised to adopt the new regime with speedy VAT credit repayments of 40 days.

Poland is following Spain, Portugal, Italy and Hungary in introducing live invoice reporting.

This will build on the rollout of B2G e-invoice programs following the EU lead. This is based around a central government clearing platform 
for submitting and forwarding invoices  to governmental customers.

Poland will be reaching out to other EU member states to collaborate on sharing platforms and cross-border VAT data.

Poland has been very successful at reducing its VAT Gap, the measure between expected and actual VAT receipts. Much of this is attributed 
to anti-fraud measures such as online  cash registers for report shop sales and comparing to subsequent VAT returns and payments. VAT cash 
registers are being rolled out to a further range of shops over the next six  months.
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Advance invoice for less than  15,000 PLN: no split payment

Poland

Who will receive an advance invoice for an amount less than 15,000 PLN, does not have to pay it in a split payment or use the MPP
designation in the JPK_V7 file – explained the director of the National Tax Information.
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Implementation of SAF-T in Romania

Romania

Based on the latest information published by the Romanian Tax Authority on December 31-st 2020, the contract for implementing the SAF-T
reporting method has been signed by ANAF and it should be finalized by July 2021. In the upcoming period (January – February 2021) the
Ministry of Finance will organize consultation sessions with different stakeholders. During these meetings different proposals regarding the
obligation to submit SAF-T files will be proposed and discussed.
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Fixed establishment for VAT – Focus on toll manufacturer structures

Romania

In the last years, we noted that the Romanian tax authority increased its scrutiny on the fixed establishment (“FE”) topic. The cases
encountered by us referred to companies operating in a multitude of industries, such as pharma, automotive or retail. The tax authority’s
argumentation for the FE assessments was generally based on certain interdependencies between the foreign company and its local
subsidiary, with the latter intervening in the supplies performed by the foreign entity.
At the current moment, it appears the tax authority’s focus is on toll manufacturer structures, where the principal is a non-resident entity.
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Updated GST Guide for Property  Owners and Property Holding Companies

Singapore

On 8 January 2021, the Inland Revenue Authority of Singapore (IRAS) published an updated e-Tax Guide for property owners and property
holding companies. The purpose of the guide is to explain how GST affects property owners and property holding companies, including
guidance on the application of GST for property transactions and whether persons involved in property transactions need to register for
GST.

The guide also clarifies the type of property that qualifies for GST exemption.
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New e-Tax Guide clarifying GST  treatment of transfer pricing adjustments issued

Singapore

The Inland Revenue Authority of Singapore (IRAS) on 9 November 2020 released a new e-Tax Guide “GST: Transfer Pricing Adjustments.”

The guide explains the goods and services tax (GST) treatment of adjustments to the transfer price of transactions made between related
parties. The guidance applies as from the date of publication, including to GST adjustments that have yet to be made in respect of transfer
pricing (TP) adjustments made prior to 9 November 2020.
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Anti-fraud domestic reverse charge on electronics delayed to 1 April 2021

Sweden

Reverse tax liability for VAT will be introduced in national trade in, among other things, mobile phones. In those cases, the buyer must be
obliged to report and pay outgoing VAT on the goods instead of the seller. The Riksdag said yes to the government’s proposal.

The reverse tax liability shall only apply if the invoice exceeds SEK 100,000. The new rules do not apply to sales to private individuals. The
purpose of the change is to prevent extensive VAT fraud that leads to large tax losses.

The changes to the law will take effect on April 1, 2021.
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Taiwan Issues Notice on Requirements for Offshore E-Commerce Suppliers to Issue 
Cloud Invoices

Taiwan

The National Taxation Bureau of Taipei, Ministry of Finance (NTBT) expressed that the offshore e-commerce suppliers shall issue cloud
invoices since January 1st, 2020, and those who have not yet done so will be subject to penalties prescribed by law.
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Tajikistan VAT of foreign digital services Jan 2021

Tajikistan

The Republic of Tajikistan will impose 18% VAT on supplies by non-resident providers of digital services from 1 January 2021. This includes 
marketplaces or local platforms acting  as the agent of the provider – they will be responsible for VAT collections.

Taxable income from digital services includes:

• Search engines;
• Sale of domain names;
• Advertising;
• Online support;
• Cloud-based services including storage; and
• Gaming.

Foreign providers should register within 30 days of providing electronic services to Tajik consumers for the first time.  

Non-residents may register and pay online with the Tax Committee.
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Zero rate tools that manufacture goods for export (VAT Notice 701/22)

United Kingdom

Find out when to use the zero rate of VAT when supplying machine tools that stay in the UK but are used to manufacture goods for export
here.
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https://www.gov.uk/guidance/zero-rate-tools-that-manufacture-goods-for-export-notice-70122?utm_source=809172e3-71f2-4a22-bb81-a37715875495&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=govuk-notifications&utm_content=immediate


Exports, sending goods abroad and charging VAT

United Kingdom

Find out if VAT is due when you sell, send or transfer goods from Great Britain to outside the EU or from Northern Ireland outside the UK and 
EU  here.
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https://www.gov.uk/guidance/vat-exports-dispatches-and-supplying-goods-abroad?utm_source=d685983a-ae76-4ac7-bcce-1ec5284d7acc&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=govuk-notifications&utm_content=immediate


VAT rates on different goods and services

United Kingdom

A list of goods and services showing which rates of VAT apply and which items are exempt or outside the scope of VAT can be found here.
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https://www.gov.uk/guidance/rates-of-vat-on-different-goods-and-services?utm_source=d2742a6a-2495-47c9-8c57-0070890ab9fa&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=govuk-notifications&utm_content=immediate


Declaring reusable packaging for Great Britain imports and exports

United Kingdom

From 1 January reusable packaging will require an import or export declaration. You may be able to make a declaration at the border (known 
as a ‘declaration by conduct’) instead and provide information to HMRC on a quarterly basis. Please click here for more information.
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https://www.gov.uk/guidance/declaring-reusable-packaging-for-great-britain-imports-and-exports?utm_source=cb8a2621-b525-4ddf-9842-356e33928a7c&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=govuk-notifications&utm_content=daily


VAT and overseas goods sold to customers in the UK using online marketplaces

United Kingdom

You can find the HMRC guidance on VAT and overseas goods sold to UK customers using online marketplaces here.
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https://www.gov.uk/guidance/vat-and-overseas-goods-sold-to-customers-in-the-uk-using-online-marketplaces?utm_source=a1d67536-9e81-499f-ad3c-bd7ffa7e7ed1&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=govuk-notifications&utm_content=immediate


HMRC Guidance: Domestic  reverse charge for telecommunications services

United Kingdom

Find out how your VAT invoices are affected by the reverse charge if you’re a wholesale electronic communications supplier in the UK.

For more information please click here.
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https://www.gov.uk/guidance/vat-reverse-domestic-charge-for-telecommunications-services?utm_source=34ec459d-5cf5-477d-818a-5d424f572438&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=govuk-notifications&utm_content=immediate


HMRC Guidance: Fiscal  warehousing (VAT Notice 702/8)

United Kingdom

Find out how to account for VAT on goods entered into,  supplied within and removed from fiscal warehouses.

For more information please click here.
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https://www.gov.uk/guidance/fiscal-warehousing-and-vat-notice-7028?utm_source=4952511c-f93e-477b-bf3a-945a1a77b578&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=govuk-notifications&utm_content=immediate


Freeports

United Kingdom

Following the UK’s departure from the EU, the Government sees the establishment of new Freeports as a means of boosting trade, jobs and
investment across the UK.

Areas given Freeport status will benefit from a wide package of tax reliefs, simplified customs procedures, streamlined planning processesto
boost redevelopment, and government support to promote regeneration and innovation.

The introduction of Freeports will have significant implications for shipping and logistics firms and open up new opportunities for companies
with import/export operations.
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The Brexit deal:  Preferential or not, what is the place of  origin?

United Kingdom

Rules of origin: what are they, and why are they  important?

The rules of origin determine where goods are made. It is important to note that this does not concern the question of where goods are

sent from (country of departure), but rather where the goods were produced or manufactured, or where they originated. The origin of

goods is relevant as it plays a role in determining the extent of customs duties and/or economic regulations (anti-dumping levy).

In determining the origin, a distinction is made between preferential and non-preferential rules of origin. The preferential rules of origin

determine whether goods fall within the scope of free trade agreements, which would mean that no or lower customs duties apply.

Brexit

Now that a deal has been struck between the EU and the UK, it is important to note that goods fall within the scope of this agreement and
as such have a preferential origin. If you send or receive goods that originate in GB or the EU, no customs duties are due. It is therefore also
important to have a clear view of the qualification and production process of the goods that you buy or sell. This way, you can prevent
unforeseen and sometimes quite considerable expenses.
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Post-Brexit VAT recovery  for financial services and insurance  businesses

United Kingdom

Since 1 January 2021, financial services (FS) and insurance firms can benefit from VAT savings when providing certain financial or insurance
services to EU clients.

Background

Traditionally, FS businesses have only been able to recover input VAT on costs used for providing specified supplies of certain financial or
insurance services provided to non-EU customers.

However, from 1 January 2021, the VAT recovery also extends to businesses providing:

• Certain financial or insurance services to the  EU (including most intermediary services);  and
• Financial or insurance services directly linked  to export of goods to the EU.

The definition of taxable supplies within existing partial exemption special methods will automatically cover the extension in specified
supplies. However, businesses should still monitor and review whether their current methods remain appropriate.

Comment

Whilst welcome news, as always the underlying detail behind these new rules is far from simple - the definition of ‘certain’ services is key
(as some are excluded), and businesses will need to review the treatment of costs relating to the transitional period .

For example, HMRC has recently clarified that businesses can achieve full VAT recovery on costs only if they were incurred from 1 January
2021 and were wholly used for providing such onward financial or insurance related services (i.e. direct costs). If the costs are only partially
used for providing such supplies (i.e. overheads), then businesses could benefit from a partial VAT recovery. 57©Taxise Asia LLC 2021



United Kingdom

The sting in the tail is in respect of costs incurred before 1 January 2021 but which relate to supplies made to EU clients after the change in

rules, as HMRC is of the view that such VAT is NOT recoverable. There is also no change to the rules for domestic supplies, as such input tax

would continue to be irrecoverable to the extent it is used for providing financial and insurance related services to UK businesses.

What this means

These rules have been welcomed, as businesses that continue to provide certain financial or insurance related services to EU counterparties
are now able to unlock VAT recovery that was traditionally an absolute cost. Of course, following regulatory uncertainty on the passporting
rules, many business will have restructured business operations and ceased to provide services to EU customers.
However, even where this is the case, the level of supplies made by the UK business which previously inhibited VAT recovery will be
removed, which in most cases should result in an increase on VAT recovery on overheads.

It would be prudent and timely for many businesses to review their current partial exemption methods to determine both the likely impact
of the change and also whether the existing method remains appropriate or should be updated. Furthermore, business which have
undertaken Brexit restructuring projects need to consider carefully the VAT treatment of related and ongoing costs following these rules
changes.

Of course, any significant increase in VAT recovery may well trigger a routine VAT inspection. Therefore, it is more important than ever that
businesses are happy that their ‘house is in order’ before the VAT man comes calling.
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Replacement of C79  certificate for import VAT

United Kingdom

From 1 January 2021, VAT registered businesses  importing goods into the UK will not have to pay  import VAT and then recover it later in 

their VAT  return. “Postponed Accounting for import VAT” is to  be introduced which provides a cashflow benefit.

The import VAT is never paid to HMRC at the time of import but rather it is declared as output tax and  claimed as input tax on the next VAT 
return,  assuming that the importer is fully taxable. The  current paper C79 monthly certificate issued by  HMRC as evidence of import VAT 
paid is to be  abolished and replaced by an online system, which  produces a “postponed import VAT statement”
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How to import and export  goods between Great Britain and the EU

United Kingdom

Click here for more information.
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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/how-to-import-and-export-goods-between-great-britain-and-the-eu-from-1-january-2021?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=govuk-notifications&utm_source=87488e23-2b36-4ef6-9ebb-97c3c62a33e0&utm_content=daily


Rules of Origin (RoO) in  the Brexit deal

United Kingdom

• EU/UK businesses should have proof that  their goods comply with rules of origin rules  to benefit from zero tariffs
• Some flexibility is provided to prove origin  during the first year
• Businesses are allowed to self-certify the  origin and to provide a single statement of  origin for multiple shipments over the course  of a 

year
• REX registration is required to self-certify  consignments exceeding EUR 6,000
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U.S. modified tariffs on EU products, response to large civil aircraft dispute

U.S.

The Office of the U.S. Trade Representative (USTR) announced adjustments to tariffs imposed on certain products imported from the 
European Union (EU) pursuant to the large  civil aircraft dispute.

The World Trade Organization in October 2019 authorized the United States to impose additional duties on approximately $7.5 billion on EU 
products as a result of the large civil  aircraft dispute. Subsequently, in September 2020, the EU was authorized to impose tariffs affecting $4 
billion in U.S. trade as a result of a related WTO dispute.

According to a USTR release (December 30, 2020), the EU used trade data from a period when trade volumes were drastically reduced 
because of the economic implications of  the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, with the result that the EU was imposing tariffs on 
substantially more products than would have been covered if it had used a “normal period.” In response, the USTR announced that to 
maintain proportionality, the United States would change its reference period to the same period used by the EU, but would adjust the 
product coverage by less than the full amount that could be justified using the EU’s chosen time period.

The products subject to the additional U.S. tariffs include:

• Aircraft manufacturing parts from France and Germany
• Certain non-sparkling wine from France and Germany
• Certain cognac and other grape brandies from France and Germany
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Global VAT rate changes as of Jan 1, 2021
Some highlights:

• Temporary VAT rate changes due to COVID-19 measure are coming to an end at Dec 31, 2020 or are being extended.
• A number of countries reduced the VAT rate on Feminine Care Products (Austria, Ireland and the UK).
• The EU Commission issued an agreement on 0% VAT on vaccines and testing kits till Dec 31, 2022. The country specific implementation of 

the zero rating of these products is  not included in the below overview.
• Besides the ending of the temporary standard VAT rate reduction in Germany and Ireland, no other country changed its standard or

reduced VAT rate systematically.
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VAT RATE CHANGES

Country Start date
End date (if
appplicable)

Old rate New rate Scope

Austria 31/12/2021 5% 20% Temporary application of a reduced VAT rate of 5% in the 
gastronomy, culture  and publishing sectors shall be prolonged to 
last until 31 December 2021

Austria 01/01/2021 10%
Repair services (including repair and modification) relating to 
bicycles, shoes,  leather goods and clothing

Austria 01/01/2021 20% 10% VAT rate reduction on Feminine Care products

Belgium 01/01/2021 31/12/2022 6% Demolition and reconstruction of private residences

World
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Belgium 01/01/2021 12% 6% Temporary VAT cut on hospitality for COVID

Bulgaria 31/12/2021 20% 9%

(1) Restaurant and catering services, which consist of supply of cooked 
and  uncooked food, except for services, which consist of supply of 
spirits. (2) Supply of  books on physical carriers or by electronic means 
(including textbooks, training  aids, drawing books, etc.), but excluding 
editions with advertising content and  editions where the content is 
mostly musical or audio-visual and (3) diapers for  babies.

Colombia 01/01/2021 8% 0% Temporary VAT cut for COVID hospitaliy

Costa Rica 01/01/2021 1% Proposed on basic goods

Cyprus 01/07/2020 10/01/2021 9% 5% Temporary VAT cut for COVID hotels, restaurants, passenger transport

Czech Republic 16/08/2022 15% 10% VAT cut on accomodation; sporting & cultural events

Czech republic Proposal: reduce VAT on women’s menstrualaids

European Union 31/12/2022 0%
VAT Relief on Vaccines and Test Kits for EU hospitals, medical 
practitioners and  individuals. This measure is applicable in all EU 
Member States

Germany 01/01/2021 19% 16% Ending of temporary VAT cut of the standard rate

Germany 01/07/2021 19% VAT cut for COVID resturants; catering

Greece 01/05/2021 6% Reduced VAT Rate for PPEs

World
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Greece 01/07/2020 10/01/2021 9% 5% Temporary VAT cut for COVID hotels, restaurants, passenger transport

Greece 30/04/2021 24% 13% Temporary VAT cut for COVID transport; non-alcholic drinks

Greece 01/07/2021 – –
Holiday islands discounted VAT rate – 30 percent discount on 
VAT rates for  goods and services

Greece 30/04/2021 6% Reduced VAT Rate for PPEs

Hungary 08/02/2021 27% 5% Temporary VAT cut for COVID on take-away food

Hungary 01/01/2021 31/12/2022 27% 5% Reduced VAT Rate for New Residential Properties

Ireland 01/09/2020 28/02/2021 23% 21% Ending of temporary VAT cut for COVID

Ireland 01/01/2022 13.5% 9% Ending of temporary VAT cut on tourism and hospitality for COVID

Ireland 01/01/2021 9%
Reduced rate of VAT applies to the supply of menstrual cups, 
menstrual pants  and menstrual sponges

Jamaica 01/04/2021 16.5% 15% Temporary VAT cut on hospitality for COVID

Japan 01/01/2021 8% 5% Proposed on reduced VAT rate

Kenya 01/04/2020 01/01/2021 16% 14% Temporary VAT cut for COVID

World
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Kenya 01/01/2021 3% 1% Temporary VAT cut for COVID

Lithuania 01/01/2021 21% 9% Temporary VAT cut on tourism and hospitality for COVID

Malaysia 01/07/2021 6% 0% Temporary VAT cut on tourism

Mexico 01/01/2021 16% 8% VAT at Southern and Northern border regions

Moldova 01/01/2021 15% 12% Hospitality proposed

Netherlands 16/03/2020 31/03/2021 0% Provision of care personnel

Norway 01/06/2021 6% 12% Further extension???

Oman 01/04/2021 0% 5% Introduction of VAT

Romania 01/01/2021 20% 5% Residential properties

Russia 01/01/2021 20% 10% eBooks proposed

Spain 01/01/2021 10% 21% Sugar-heavy drinks

Spain 02/01/2021 4% Reduction of VAT on electric cars to 4%

Turkey 31/05/2021 18% 8% Temporary VAT cut on hotels, accommodation, domestic flights

World
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United
Arab  
Emirates

01/09/2020 28/02/2021 5% 0% Temporary zero-rating of personal protective equipment (PPE)

UK 01/01/2021 5% 0% VAT on Women’s sanitary productsabolished

UK 31/03/2021 20% 5% Temporary VAT cut on tourism and hospitality for COVID

Uruguay 04/04/2021 13% 22% Café and restaurant services temporary VAT cut

World



Upcoming VAT points of attention

68

Upcoming VAT Points of Attention Date

Brexit The transition period is over 

VAT eCommerce Directive (2) – Distance Sales + 
EU wide online marketplace liability - July 1st 2021

Modification EU VAT Directive - Quick Fixes - January 1st 2020

Central Electronic System of Payment information January 1st 2024
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Various
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Africa After months of COVID delays, African free trade bloc launches
Chile Chile Tax Agency Clarifies VAT for Educational, Medical Services Provided Online
China China to lower import tariffs on 883 products including medical and hi-tech equipment

China hits back at foreign sanctions on Chinese companies and individuals
Amazon prices rise as Chinese sellers’ VAT loophole is closed

Costa Rico Government Evaluates Increasing VAT By 1% Or Taxing Bank Transactions
Egypt Egypt establishes e-system to track goods in transit
Italy Italy Tax Agency Clarifies VAT Treatment of Insurer’s Proposed Driving App
Russia Russia Tax Agency Posts Letter Clarifying New Tax Incentives for IT Companies
U.S. U.S. Suspends Plan to Impose Tariffs on French Luxury Goods

https://www.aljazeera.com/economy/2021/1/1/after-months-of-covid-delays-african-free-trade-bloc-launches
https://news.bloombergtax.com/daily-tax-report-international/chile-tax-agency-clarifies-vat-for-educational-medical-services-provided-online
https://www.scmp.com/economy/china-economy/article/3115110/china-lower-import-tariffs-883-products-including-aviation
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy/article/3117045/china-hits-back-foreign-sanctions-chinese-companies?utm_medium=email&utm_medium=email&utm_source=mailchimp&utm_source=Breaking%20News%20Alerts&utm_campaign=enlz-breaking_news&utm_campaign=cd2320018f-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2021_01_09_05_00&utm_content=20210109&tpcc=enlz-breaking_news&MCUID=a177a859c6&MCCampaignID=cd2320018f&MCAccountID=3775521f5f542047246d9c827&tc=2&utm_term=0_faee15e085-cd2320018f-83310604
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy/article/3117045/china-hits-back-foreign-sanctions-chinese-companies?utm_medium=email&utm_medium=email&utm_source=mailchimp&utm_source=Breaking%20News%20Alerts&utm_campaign=enlz-breaking_news&utm_campaign=cd2320018f-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2021_01_09_05_00&utm_content=20210109&tpcc=enlz-breaking_news&MCUID=a177a859c6&MCCampaignID=cd2320018f&MCAccountID=3775521f5f542047246d9c827&tc=2&utm_term=0_faee15e085-cd2320018f-83310604
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/amazon-prices-rise-as-chinese-sellers-vat-loophole-is-closed-j9wnplf0b
https://qcostarica.com/government-evaluates-increasing-vat-by-1-or-taxing-bank-transactions/
https://www.egypttoday.com/Article/3/95614/Egypt-establishes-e-system-to-track-goods-in-transit
https://news.bloombergtax.com/daily-tax-report-international/italy-tax-agency-clarifies-vat-treatment-of-insurers-proposed-driving-app?context=search&index=0
https://news.bloombergtax.com/daily-tax-report-international/russia-tax-agency-posts-letter-clarifying-new-tax-incentives-for-it-companies
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-suspends-plan-to-impose-tariffs-on-french-luxury-goods-11610041797?mod=business_lead_pos7
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